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Abstract 

A common belief is that Jordanian Arabic is mostly similar to Palestinian Arabic. It will be shown that 

although the dialects of the eastern and western bank of the Jordan river are rightly classified as Southern 

Levantine, there is compelling linguistic evidence that the sedentary varieties spoken in Jordan did not 

originate from Palestine, but rather from the North, more precisel            , an ancient settlement area 

of the Levant located between what is now Jordan and Syria. 
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1. Introduction 

A very common impression is that the kind of Arabic spoken in Jordan is almost identical 

to that spoken in Palestine and that despite small differences, Jordanians and Palestinians 

speak more or less the same dialect. This feeling is of course not totally unfounded since 

the primary input of the dialect of Amman, the capital of Jordan, is urban Palestinian (see 

AL-WER 2007 for the formation of the dialect of Amman). While collecting linguistic data 

in Salt (now a small town near Amman but once one of the biggest towns in the area), 

unexpected features were encountered, raising the issue of the true nature of this dialect. 

Since then, this has been the subject of numerous exchanges with Enam AL-WER       

                                               , pointed out that her intuition was that the 

dialect of Sa                         , in this way challenging the common view that 

Jordanian Arabic is most closely related to the varieties spoken on the other side of the 

Jordan River. The purpose of this article is to test this claim by contrasting linguistical   

                                             -Bank.  

Salt is located 25                                                             

                           -     ʾ region. It now has a population of 71100 inhabitants and 

is considered to be Centr                                                          

                                                                              12 km south of 

Damascus going southward until the district of ʿ                         . It may seem 

questionable to compare things that do not belong to the same category. We have on the 

one hand two dialects clearly identifiable (Salti           i                                 

                                                      ). Here is what CANTINEAU s    

                           :  
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é                             x                                       x              

en territoire syrien, des parlers transjordanien                        é             

             O                          é                                      

différents.
1
  

Two things ought to be noted in this statement. The first one is the strong homogeneity    

               , which makes it possible to consider them a single variety, and thus suitable 

for comparison with other more localised dialects. The second thing is that, according to 

CANTINEAU                                                                        . 

As far as Jordanian dialectology is concerned, one should note that very few scholars 

have shown interest in it. Until very recently, no comprehensive description of any 

Jordanian variety was available to us.
2
 The first to approach the dialectology of Jordan is 

BERGSTRÄSSER (1915) in his linguistic atlas of Syria and Palestine. From a typological 

point of view, CLEVELAND (1963) was the first to classify the dialects of Jordan (including 

the two banks of the Jordan River) into four groups according to the way those dialects 

 x      “       ”:       (Bedouin),       (sedentary Transjordanian, south of the West 

Bank and Jordan river),       (rural dialects around Jerusalem and in the central and 

northern part of the West Bank). The last group is called biʾ   and refers mainly to urban 

varieties. This terminology highlights two features. The first one is the use of the prefix b- 

to express the indicative imperfective, and the second is the realisation of Old Arabic */q/. 

As far as Transjordan is concerned, only       and big   are traditionally found. The       

(rural Palestinian) and biʾ   (urban) types were imported from Palestine. The main split is 

thus between the sedentary varieties which possess the prefix b- and the Bedouin varieties 

which lack it. The phonology of these two types is largely similar: the interdentals have 

been maintained, */ḍ/ and */  / merged into /  /        / is realised as an affricate. The 

affrication of */k/ cannot be used as a feature to distinguish Bedouin from sedentary 

dialects as it is usually found in both sedentary and Bedouin varieties in the centre and the 

north of Jordan. The southern sedentary and Bedouin dialects lack the affricate. The 

affrication of */k/ could then only be used to separate southern varieties from northern 

ones. The scholar who wrote probably the most about Jordanian dialectology is Heikki 

PALVA. In his first attempt to reconsider CLEVELAND                                     

Jordan and Palestine (PALVA 1984), he reaches the conclusion that the sedentary dialects 

should be divided into urban (biʾ  ) and rural. He divides the rural varieties into five 

groups, three in Palestine (     , centre of Palestine;      , free of any Bedouin influence, 

and the dialects of the South which share many features with the Bedouin surrounding 

varieties) and two in Jordan (central and northern dialects, and southern dialects). The main 

difference between these two groups is the presence of the affricated reflex of */k/ in the 

North, whereas southern dialects lack it. PALVA also mentions the close ties between the 

dialects of central Jordan and                . T                                     

   x                                          CANTINEAU (1946: 71, 123-124). The 

relation between the dialect of Salt and the surrounding Bedouin dialects has also been 

                                                           
1  CANTINEAU 1946: 71. 

2  For the first comprehensive description of a Jordanian dialect, see HERIN 2010. 
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investigated by PALVA in a couple of his articles (PALVA                          

               “                                   O                                       

                                                                    ”  PALVA 1994: 463). 

The features he cons                                                   x              

                x   ] of */k/, maintenance of gender distinction in 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 plural and 

some lexical items like       “     ”  ladd “        ”          “       ”             

sedentary features of the dialect of Salt, PALVA notes for example the double negation 

                              “                 ‘                                 

preserved its original affective value”  PALVA 1994: 469).
3
 

Since the relations between the sedentary and the Bedouin features in the dialect of Salt 

have been to a large extent accounted for, what clearly remains to be done is to contrast the 

dialect of Salt with other sedentary varieties. The focus of this article will therefore be on 

the ties between the dialect of Salt,                                           (a small 

village the area of Jenin, a good example of rural Palestinian). Data from Salt were 

collected in situ from 2005 until 2007 (HERIN 2010), whereas             data come from 

direct elicitation with a consultant                                                       

concerned, three sources can be used: CANTINEAU                CANTINEAU 1940 and 

1946), BANI-YASIN and OWENS                                                           

(BANI-YASIN / OWENS 1987) and BEHNSTEDT                              BEHNSTEDT 

1997). Since a systematic comparison is beyond the scope of the present work. only some 

features in phonology and morphology will be treated. In phonology, the following features 

will be discussed: the realisations of Old Arabic */q/ and */k/, assimilations, secondary 

velarisation, the quality of epenthetic vowels and the phonetics of the feminine ending. In 

morphology, the investigation will be limited to the reflexes of the O                

     C and *     , free and bound pronouns and two points in verbal morphology: 

verbs whose first consonant is weak and form IV. 

2. Phonology 

2.1 Reflexes of */q/ and */k/ 

As far as the consonantal inventory is concerned, one should note that the three dialects 

investigated here share many similarities: all of them retained the                     / and 

/  /, * ḍ/ and */  / merged into /  /         / is realised as I       ʤ . The main differences lie 

in the reflexes of *                                                                       

                                                                                              

                x              / in all positions, as shown in the following examples:  

     →    : yikdar “      ”  kult “I     ”  kalb “     ”         “   ”        “   ”  

baka “      ”  kirn “    ”  rakabe “    ”  kaʿad “           ”  wikiʿ “       ”  wakkaf 

~ wikif “          ”         “        ”          “          ”         “     ”     

many more. The shift from */                                                            

                                                           
3  Negation strategies in the dialect of Salt have been studied more thoroughly by the same author in 

PALVA 2004.  
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everywhere. The uvular could be at best rendered by the consultant              

         ] in loans from standard Arabic, but never [q].
4
 

     →   / :         “      ”       “    ”        “        ”        “    ”       

“        ”       “          ”         “        ”    ʿ “     ”    ʿb “    ”          

“         ”        “       ”          “       ”         “    ”         x            

                                / appeared in all contexts, even in the vicinity of back 

vowels (      and   ʿ). Unlike */q/, there are however a few exceptions in which the 

occlusive realisation of */k/ was maintained, like in the roots k-t-b “        ”  yiktibu 

“          ”      ʾ-k-l “      ”  akal “      ”        “       ”  kul “   !”   Etymological 

*/k/ was also preserved in the 2ms and 2mp bound pronouns -ak and -kum as opposed 

to the feminine forms -   and -   . 

As for Salti                    , the consonantal inventory is exactly the same. The main 

reflex of */q/ is /g/:       , gul(i)t (realised                  ),       ,      , baga, girn 

(also used in Jordan for a man who is too permissive with his wife),       , gaʿad, wigiʿ, 
wigif,       ,        ,       . An unvoiced reflex of */g/ can appear in Salti in some roots 

like k-t-l “                   ”  katal “         ”         “      ”  nkatal “             ”     

w-k-t (wakt “    ”  mwakkat “         ”                                                   

the proxim                                                                   x      

                 :              I                            / established themselves as 

independent phonemes as shown by the following minimal pairs:     “   ?” /     

“        ”;       “      ” /       “         ”;    
i
r “             ” / kibir “          ”  In 

both                 , the affricate usually surfaces in            x                           

                                           /). The followin   x                             

     :       “         ”        “        -in-   ”      “  ”       “    ”       “    ”  

                                                                                              

         . CANTINEAU gives the example of     “    ”                                

                                    , other examples are given by BANI-YASIN / OWENS 

(1987: 298), such as     “         ”                          “             ”           

    is obviously a loan from Turkish (çöl “      ” , so it cannot account for a case of 

affrication in back context. As for the verb            , it was not recognised by the Salti 

consultants. CANTINEAU                                                     x              

                                                     / (CANTINEAU 1946: 122). This 

statement tallies with what was recorded in Salt in terms of the frequency of the affricate. 

Generally speaking, all the examples of affrication given by CANTINEAU could also be 

found in Salt. The only difference concerns the roots k-b-r “           ”      - -r “      

        ” which are never affricated in Salt but for which CANTINEAU                  

     x                                                      e roots are not affricated. To 

illustrate further the differences between rural Palestinian a                                 

                                                                                   

affricate appears are realised in Salt an             /k/ (all but one since      is also 

                                                           
4  Of course no one can be absolutely sure that /k/ in rural Palestinian came from uvular /q/ and not 

voiced /g/. It is assumed here that it came from /q/ as the uvular stop can still be found in some areas in 

Palestine. 
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realized    (i)f                                                                      

                                                                          x                     

                                                                                           

the same, whereas rural Palestinian behaves differently. 

 

2.2 Assimilations 

Assimilations are very common in Arabic dialects (and cross-linguistically). It comes thus 

as no surprise that many are shared by the three varieties investigated here. However, some 

of these assimilations, although extremely frequent in the traditional dialect                

                                , as exemplified below: 

 Salt              

   →     gunna gunna gulna (gulna “       ”  

   →     bigullilli           (     “             ” 

            -li “                   

   →                          (       “       ”) 

ʿ  →                 maʿha (maʿha “with her”  

                                                          /h/ assimilates                

                                                                                : 

                     

binit-hum  “              ” binittum binithum 

   -hum  “           ”               

                                                                       -                      

                                                                                      : 

Salti:          -       “         ” →           -      

       “         ” →       

      :          “       ” →          

         “         ” →         

      :         “       ” →          

       “   ” →       
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2.3 Secondary emphasis and epenthesis 

As far as                                                                            

          O                                                                               

                              , and Salt somewhere in between. Consider the following 

items: 

     :        “     ”      “    ”      “       ”         “    ”        “     ” 

Salt :                       gabir 

      :  kalb                kabir 

Connected to secondary emphasis is the quality of epenthetic vowels. Levantine dialects in 

general insert epenthetic vowels to resolve consonant clusters that may occur after the 

                                        →     →      :    ʿudu “         ” → 

   ʿdu →     ʿdu ) or to avoid initial and final CC clusters (     “           ” →      , 

bint “    ” → binit). The unmarked quality of this epenthetic vowel is i  I       ɪ    I       

Salti           i, the vicinity of /u/ is not enough to trigger a vowel harmony and move 

the epenthetic vowel to the back: xubiz-ha “         ”        “I     ”  gulit “I     ”  kulit 

         ). The epenthetic vowel is pushed to the back only in the vicinity of a back 

consonant (although not pharyngeal, see      ):       “    ”        “    ”              

also ʿugub “     ”        “     ”  rukubto “         ”  I                 , the vicinity of 

/u/ is enough to push the epenthetic vowel to the back: xubuz-ha “         ”        “I 

    ”         “I     ”            “               ”                            
5
). The 

same thing happens in the vicinity of an emphatic (primary or secondary). Contrast Salti 

         i                          x                                  I       ɨ          : 

     i Salti 

       -    -  b(i)     -    -   “                    ” 

      ʿ       ʿ  “   !” 

       gabir  “     ” 

               “       ” 

               “     ” 

                                                           
5  The underlying form is maʿ-   -  (with-3mp-NEG). The cluster ʿh becomes    by way of reciprocal 

assimilation, and the final /m/ of the 3rd person plural pronoun -hum is geminated when followed by 

the negation marker - . An epenthetic vowel is then inserted to resolve the final CC cluster. 
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2.4 Phonetics of feminine ending -a 

As it is well documented, most Levantine dialects raise the feminine ending -a in non-

emphatic and non-guttural contexts.
6
 It is usually raised to I.P.A. [e], but in some cases, 

raising goes until I.P.A. [i].
7
 Although this feature was not specifically investigated, the 

recorded                                                                                  

the Levantine dialects. The morpheme -a is thus raised towards I.P.A. [e] unless it is 

preceded by an emphatic or a pharyngeal/laryngeal:        “    ”        “    ”          

“       ”  salle “      ”          “                    ”  rakabe “    ”  mi      “      ”  

The low reflex occurs in the vicinity of gutturals, emphatics, and the emphatic allophone of 

/r/:         “       ”       ʿa “       ”         “   ”         “    ”                  

“   ”         “        ”                    the phonology of -a in Salti in contrast to 

Palestinian dialects has already been analysed in AL-WER 2002. Her conclusion is that 

while in raising dialects of Palestine, the default variant of -a is /e/ and raising is blocked 

only after emphatics and back consonants, the dialect of Salt differs in both phonetics and 

phonology. Phonetically, the raised value of -a    I       ɛ                              

occurs only when the morpheme is preceded by a coronal sound (AL-WER 2002: 69). This 

leads her to say that the default value of -a in the dialect of Salt is /a/ and not /e/ as in 

raising Palestinian varieties. The data collected in Salt largely confirm this analysis. 

                                                                      -cut: raising of -a    

                                                    /), back consonants (/h/, /ʾ/, /ʿ          /, /k/ 

and /g/) and the labio-velar approximant /w/. Examples are       “              “   ”  

        “      ”       “    ”  tadfiʾa “       ”     ʿa “     ”         “            

      ”       “        ”        “                      ”  mimlaka “       ”         

“     ”     sarwa “             ”                   ɛ                             

                                                                                          /, /n/ and /y/. 

These are all, as stated by AL-WER (2002: 69), coronal sounds. Examples are sitte “  x”  

       “        ”  midrase “      ”       “        ”         “     ”        “       ”  

     “     ”        “    ”        “      ”          “    ”           “     ”              

can be found after the following consonants: /b/, /m/, /f/, /l/ and /r/. Examples with raising 

after /b/ are      “      ”         “          ”  girbe “           ”         “     é ”  

mrattabe “    -    ”   x                           ʿ       “     ”          “        

(f  ”         “       ”          “    ”  I                                            is 

blocked after the velarised allophone of /b/ which appears mainly in the vicinity of another 

emphatic. Compare for that matter        and        , both derived from the root  - -b. 

The spread of the velarised                                           / in       , whereas in 

                          / allows the spread of emphasis. The vicinity of a back vowel is 

actually enough to prevent raising, even without the presence of an emphatic sound, as 

illustrated by the following pair:       “            ”           “    ”   x          

                                                           
6  See GROTZFELD                   FISCHER / JASTROW 1980: 181. However, some rural varieties of 

central and southern Palestine are known to be non-raising dialects (SEEGER 2009: 1). Examples from 

the first text presented by SEEGER are        “          ”                ʿamla “       ”  lukma 

“    ”  maʿ   -       “   ”  zalama “   ”       “        ”  ʿ    “    ”  SEEGER 2009: 6). 

7  This is usually the case in Lebanese varieties. See for example ABU-HAIDAR 1979: 19 for the dialect of 

Baskinta. 
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raising after /m/ are zalame “   ”         “        ”        “    ”        “    ”        

“                   ”  rasme “       ”       “    ”   x                                  

“          ”        “     ”          “     ”          “            ”  ʾ      

“          ”              “         ”  maʿ     “          ”  I                     

examples that raising aft                                                           O      

                 x                                     /) seems to be enough to prevent 

raising. It is also worth noting that raising is blocked even with the non-velarised allophone 

of /m/, the vicinity of a back vowel being enough. Amongst the examples given above, 

only in             is /m/ clearly emphatic because of /  /. In        , the absence of 

raising could be explained by the presence of /k/ that tends to drag the following /a/ to the 

back, which in turn blocks raising. Examples of raising after /f/ are   yfe “             ”  

        “    ”         “              ”           “    ”  xilfe “         ”  laffe “          ”  

Examples without raising are maʿ     “          ”   urfa “    ”          “     ”          

“        ”  I                            x            -a is raised after /f/ in a front vocalic 

context, while raising is blocked in back or emphatic context. The same goes for /r/ after 

which -a is raised when pr                /:       “          ”         “          ”        “     

    ”       “             ”         “   ”         “      ”       “     ”  I             x    

back or emphatic, raising does not occur:         “      ”          “     ”         

“                                        ”         “        ”        “ x    ”         “   ”  

     (also realised                                          “     ”  O                         

/r/ is very sensitive to velarisation. Onl                                                          

                                       / will not trigger raising (as in     ). The case of /l/ is 

somewhat peculiar as raising always occurs in plain context, back or front, as shown in the 

following examples:        “         ”  ʿ    “      ”          “             ”         

“         ”         “    ”                     x                                     

                             / is not enough to trigger raising. The only cases of non-raising 

were found after dark /l/:      “      ”        “     ”         “     ”  ʿ     “       ”  

     “    ”         “     ”                                                            

the velarised                      / in ʿ   a and       , but in the other examples, phonetics 

cannot fully account for the emphasis of /l/. It must be therefore considered a lexically 

conditioned feature. 

We can thus conclude that in Salti, raising occurs consistently after coronal sounds, 

except /l/ and /r/. These two phonemes behave differently as far as velarisation is 

concerned. In the case of /r/, the vicinity of a back vowel is enough to trigger velarisation, 

and therefore to block raising, whereas in the case /l/, only the vicinity of another emphatic 

will trigger a dark /l/ (except when / / is lexically conditioned), the proximity of a back 

vowel alone being insufficient to prompt raising. In the case of labials (/b/, /m/, and /f/), 

raising occurs only when preceded by a front vowel. 

CANTINEAU (1940, 1946), in his description of                                   

separate chapter to the phonetics of -a, but data from different parts of his work allow to 

get a fairly clear picture of the different realisations of the feminine ending. He uses the 

concept of        (in his own spelling) developed by medieval Arab grammarians to 

account for the raising of -a.        roughly refers to velarisation or emphasis. He 

                                          “                    ”                     

“                      ”  CANTINEAU 1946: 86). Consonants that are               
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nature are /w/, /k/, /g/, /x/ (  in CANTINEAU                                               

       / and /  /. Consonants that are           par position are the three labials /b/, /m/ and 

/f/, the two liqu                                       / and /ʿ/ and the laryngeal /h/. The main 

characteristic of the        is to prevent       (raising). This is to say that -a will not be 

raised after           consonants and that raising will occur only after non-          

consonants (called by CANTINEAU muraqqaqa                                                       /, 

/n/ and /y/, which correspond exactly to the inventory of coronal sounds after which raising 

does not occur in Salti. As far as the        par position is concerned, CANTINEAU notes 

                            “                                                          – 

                                       é      ”  “                                    

          consonant, or the vi                      ”, CANTINEAU 1946: 86). This is also 

equivalent to the phonetic context needed in Salti to prompt raising after labials and 

liquids. What is different is CANTINEAU                  /, /ʿ/ and /h/ in the               

position. He w                                                                            

  / and /ʿ/ are           par nature (CANTINEAU 1946: 128). The case of /h/ is somewhat 

puzzling because in his chapter about the laryngeal /h/ (CANTINEAU 1946: 133-136), 

CANTINEAU only gives examples of the 3fs clitic -ha realised -he in plain context, and no 

examples of /h/ followed by -a. However, tokens recorded in ʿ                      ) 

given to us by Enam AL-WER (p.c, 2010) clearly confirms that -a is never rai               

                                              x                                       -a is 

concerned, while rural Palestinian dialects are either non-raising, or follow the common 

Levantine pattern. 

3. Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

As f                                                                                        

                                                                                 

                                                                ,          ore often 

encountered: 

 “      ” “   ” “    ” “         ” “      ” “   ” “    ” 

                                                 

Salt                                              

                                     d      

                                                             , le                       

      : 
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 “     ” “    ” “      ” “      ” “      ” 

           rukba ʾ    zubde       

Salt      rukba ʾ    zibde       

               be ʾ    zidbe       

 

3.2 Free and bound pronouns 

The pronominal paradigms in the three varieties are quite similar. Here are the paradigms 

of the independent pronouns: 

      ani int(e) inti       

     

      

     

intu intin       hinne 

Salt ana int(e) inti       

     

      

     

intu intin hummu hinne 

       ana inte inti       intu intin humme hinne 

The main formal difference is ani                    i, whereas both Salti           i 

have ana. However, at closer scrutiny and although ana is the unmarked variant in Salt, ani 

also surfaces, most notably in pragmatically marked sentence types such as exclamatory or 

interrogative: 

ani ʿ         id-dinya       ? 

I knowing how the-world went 

“        I                          ?” 

Here ag                                                               . Another formal 

difference appears in the 3mp:             ), hummu (Salt) and humme        ), with 

once again a velarised      x                                                                  

lacks the long forms huwwa and hiyye (rejected altogether by the consultant). One should 

note also that all these sedentary dialects kept a gender distinction in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 plural. 

We may therefore wonder whether the best way to account for the maintenance of this 

distinction is through a potential Bedouin influence, as advocated in PALVA 1994, or 

simply consider it an inherited feature. It should be noted however that in one of his last 

articles the same author did not consider this a Bedouin influence anymore but a 

“                                   ”          PALVA 2008: 60, 64). The paradigms of the 

bound pronouns are quite similar in the three varieties. One difference arises in the 2mp: -

ku in Salt and -kum          . According to CANTINEAU                                 

         -kom, although -ko was found in the Transjordanian locations he investigated 

(CANTINEAU 1946: 201). The form -ku is not unknown in Palestine as it can be found for 
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example in the dialect of Hebron (SEEGER 1996: 66). Therefore, this feature cannot be used 

as an isogloss. The feminine form -    is shared by the three varieties (transcribed -   
n
 -or 

-ken
n
 without affrication by CANTINEAU 1946). 

 

3.3 Verbal morphology 

Since we deal here with three rural Levantine varieties, it comes as no surprise that they 

share much of their verbal morphology, most notably the maintenance of gender distinction 

in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 plural. The morphology of the perfective and the imperfective is identical 

in the three dialects, as exemplified below with the verb libis “              , wear”: 

 Perfective Imperfective 

1s lbis-t a-lbas 

1p lbis-na ni-lbas 

2ms lbis-t ti-lbas 

2fs lbis-ti ti-lbas-i 

2mp lbis-tu ti-lbas-u 

2fp lbis-tin ti-lbas-in 

3ms libis yi-lbas 

3fs libs-at ti-lbas 

3mp libs-u yi-lbas-u 

3fp libs-in yi-lbas-in 

 

3.4 C1 is weak 

There is usually a great deal of cross-dialectal variation as far as weak verbs are concerned. 

On the one hand some varieties show the old pattern attested in classical Arabic in which 

C1 was usually dropped in the imperfective (      -       “         ”                     

hand other varieties maintain the weak element. This is generally the case in the urban 

dialects of the Levant where one can hear things like       or        “          ”           

                                             . The verbs recorded in       i are the 

following: wikiʿ-yikaʿ “       ”  wikif-yikaf “           ”  wirim-yiram “        ”       -

            “          ”       -      “         ”  yibis-yibas “          ”  Similar data were 

recorded in Salt, except the first two verbs that are realised wigiʿ-yigaʿ (yigiʿ was also 

recorded) and wigif-yigaf. However, along these, some variation in the vowel of the 

pronominal prefixes was observed and /a/ can be heard instead of /i/. So equally possible 

are the forms yagaʿ, yagaf, yaram,      ,      , and yabas              , CANTINEAU 

(1946: 234-235) says that although the situation is quite complex, the most widespread 
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imperfective type is the /a/ type and gives forms like       “I                     ”         

“          ”         “         ”                                                 x b- so 

corresponding forms in Salt would be      ,        (initial /b/ is also devoiced through 

contact with adjacent /t/) and                                                ,        and 

        I                                ,       stands only for the 1
st
 person singular, the 

3
rd

 person singular being      . This is also a striking feature share                         

which there is homophony in the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 person singular for the b-imperfective of this 

kind of verbs. This is due to the fact that in most southern Levantine varieties, /y/ is 

dropped when b- is prefixed: 

                i: 

 1
st
 person b- +       →        “I       ” 

 3
rd

 person b- +        →         “          ” 

        : 

 1
st
 person b- +       →         “I       ” 

 3
rd

 person b- +        →         “          ” 

In conclusion, the pre-                       i is                  i and /a/ or /i/ in Salti. 

 

3.5 Form IV 

What is called form IV in Arabic grammar is the stem aCCaC (classical Arabic ʾaCCaCa: 

       “          ” - ʾ       “           ”                                            I   

retention in contemporary dialects is usually considered a conservative feature, since in 

many varieties it disappeared in favour (mainly) of form II CaCCaC.             

consultant did not recognise its existence in his native dialect, not even in the speech of the 

elders;                                                 I                            , the 

causative verbal derivation has been taken over by form II, leading to the maintenance of 

just a couple of lexical remnants of form IV such as aʿ  -yaʿ   or     -yi    “       ”       

   -                   I                                              “             

       ”                                                                                   

      “            ”                     I                cle about the dialect of Karak 

(southern Jordan), PALVA 1989 does not even mention the existence of form IV, which can 

lead us to conclude that this form is not productive anymore in Karak, although Karaki can 

be labelled, to a certain extent, a “            ”                  :                          

       /, and /       / is affricated and it maintains a gender distinction in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 plural 

persons. 

On the contrary, the stem (a)CCaC was recorded in Salt. One of its functions, as 

suggested by the recorded tokens, is to create transitive verbs from nouns and adjectives 

whose roots are not attested in the simple verbal stem CvCvC. Examples are bʿad-yibʿid “   

       ”  bʿ   “   ”       -       “            ”        “     ”   ʾ   ʿ-   iʿ “            

    ”     (i)ʿ “    ”   ʾ    -      “                 ”                         “    ”       -
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       “                 ”        “         ”   ʾ     -       “          ”         “     ”        

IV is also used in traditional Salti     “       ”                                          

because the underlying subject dinya “     ”            ):     -      “       ”        -       

“           ”        -       “       ”
8
. Another interesting characteristic of form IV is its 

specialisation to derive causative verbs from intransitive verbs whose stem is CvCvC (and 

thus making them transitive): gʿad-yigʿid “          ”  gaʿad-yugʿud “           ”   zʿal-

yizʿil “        ”  zaʿal-yizʿal “            ”     ʿ-     ʿ “           ”    laʿ-     ʿ “      

up/out”      ʿ-     ʿ “             ”      ʿ-     ʿ “            ”   I                       

that this stem is dying out, probably because of the pressure exerted by the dialect of 

Amman in which form IV merged with form I (CvCvC) or II (CaCCaC). It can now only 

be heard in the speech of the broadest speakers. The situation described by CANTINEAU     

                      (CANTINEAU 1946: 259-262), as one might have guessed by now, is 

fairly similar to what was recorded in Salt. The majority of the forms recorded in Salt are 

also mentioned by CANTINEAU (in his transcription): ebʿad “                        ” 

(only the first meaning was recorded in Salt),         “       ”      ʿ “           ”        “   

       ”        “                 ”  egʿad “          ”  ʾ   ʿ “       ”  ʾ     “        ”  I  

                                                            CANTINEAU in the thirties of 

last century and contemporary Salti data show dissimilarities in terms of productivity: 

while there are clear indications that form IV is recessive in Salt, CANTINEAU (1946: 260) 

                                                                                          

                                        . 

4. Conclusion 

The features discussed here are                                                        

                      x                                                           . As far as 

phonology is concerned, the most                                                    / and 

the realisation of the feminine ending -a         x                                       

further illustrated by shared assimilations, most notably the assimilation of /h/ to a 

preceding voiceless consonant at morpheme boundaries. In verbal morphology, a          

                                                              I                          

      “            ”                                i and Karaki                           

                                         . These are secondary velarisation                 

                           x            , the distribution of the vowel /u/, the free and 

bound pronouns and the pre-radical vowel of the imperfective of weak verbs. As far as 

secondary velarisation       x            , the pre-radical vowel of the imperfective of 

weak verbs and the distribution of the vowel /u/ are concerned, it was shown that Salti is 

                                                                                      

                                      x                                                       

                                                                                     

                                                         x                   :               

                                                           
8  This, however, does not work with roots whose second consonant is weak. In this case, stem II 

CaCCaC will be favoured: layyalat id-dinya “           ”      “     ”   
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                                            . Concerning the pre-                      

                                                                         , displaying 

features from both areas. As far as free pronouns are concerned, the landmark of           

comparison to other varieties is the 1
st
 person singular ani, whereas most southern 

Levantine varieties have ana. In Salt, one hears most often ana, while ani seems to be 

restricted to marked sentence types. One feature though that behaves like in Palestinian 

varieties is the quality of the epenthetic vowel. It appears                                      

           , it has also been influenced by varieties from the other side of the Jordan 

River. This could explain the loss or partial loss                            in the dialect of 

Salt, such as secondary velarisation                                                     , 

or the form ani. This claim is rather natural when one looks at history as it is well 

documented that Salt was in c                                    -                   

       (see for that matter SALIBI 1993:   -                                                  

                                        x                                                    

                  . One might argue of course that the selection of features will always 

remain arbitrary and the proximity between these dialects will always seems somewhat 

impressionistic, depending on the selected features. To solve this issue, 341 features out of 

BEHNSTEDT   (1997) linguistic atlas of Syria where data were available in the three dialects 

were selected and compared systematically. The percentages of shared features between the 

different varieties are the following: 

     -     i 85.9 % 

Salti-        77.7 % 

      -         69.2 % 

                                                                                            

                        . This supports the                                            , but 

through contact wi                                                                          

more restricted usage, as in the case of ani vs. ana. A quick incursion into the lexicon 

actually also confirms this. Indeed, Salti has a certain number of doublets. Examples are 

items like        “    ”                  , alongside with                                  

         . The same goes for    (d) and bukra. The form    (d)                         

      “        ”                   bukra while Salti has both. It seems however that in 

Salt, bukra                  “        ”           (d)                                “       

      ”                    x                                                            

genitive exponent. Alongside the traditional Levantine tabaʿ, one can also hear     - and 

giyy-                                           . Such a diversity is best explained by 

contact. No traces of     - could be found in other varieties. The closest form is     which 

can be found in Palestine (CLEVELAND 1963: 61-62) and in the old dialect of Damascus 

(LENTIN 2006: 552)
9
 but it does not inflect for number and gender, unlike Salti     - (    -, 

   -,        and       ). It is therefore very likely that      is the outcome of the merging of 

Palestinian                    giyy-. The morpheme     must have been interpreted as a 

feminine form, and then a new paradigm arose, modelled on giyy- which also inflects for 

gender and number (giyy,    ,        and       ). There is does compelling phonological, 

                                                           
9  LENTIN 2006 also gives the variant       but like                                            
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grammatical and lexical evidence that Salti should be                                 

Palestinian adstrate. It is now possible to go back to the initial question: do Jordanians 

speak like Palestinians? The answer is that, although                                     

                                                                                          

                                                       , and do not originate from Palestine. 
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